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Background
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are one of the main
hosts for industrial production of therapeutic proteins,
owing to well-characterized technologies for gene trans-
fection, amplification, and selection of high-producer
clones. This has motivated the search for different stra-
tegies for the improvement of their specific productivity
being one of the key points for this approaches the
reduction of metabolic end-products like lactate and
ammonia.
The use of different carbon sources has been an alter-

native solution for this problem, as they are metabolized
more slowly than glucose leading to lower production of
metabolic end-products [1]. Particularly, it has been
observed that cultures in presence of glucose and galac-
tose undergo a metabolic shift in which they are capable
of remetabolize lactate. However, the specific growth
rate is diminished due to a slower metabolism asso-
ciated to the incorporation of galactose [2]. In addition,
cells are unable to survive with galactose as their unique
carbon source [3].
In this work we aim at identifying culture conditions

that extend the culture’s viability for tPA producing
CHO cells in media with combined glucose and galac-
tose as carbon sources. Furthermore, we propose redu-
cing the production of secondary metabolites by over-
expressing galactokinase (GALK1), a bottleneck point in
the galactose metabolism.

Methodology
Two sets of experiments were carried out. In the first
set, t-PA producing CHO TF 70R cells were grown in

protein and serum free media without glutamine and
supplemented with glucose, galactose and glutamate to
define two different culture conditions. A high glucose
control experiment was performed with 20 mM glucose
(G20), and a combined carbon condition with a final
concentration of 20 mM of hexose with 6 mM glucose
and 14 mM galactose (GG6/14).
Based on these results, transfection of genes involved

in galactose metabolism are performed to enhance cell
growth by improving galactose metabolism. Cells were
transfected with the Galactokinase (GALK1) gene from
Mus musculus, using Lipofectamine. Experiments were
performed to analyze cell proliferation, carbon source
consumption lactate production and metabolic flux dis-
tribution for the obtained pooled clones, as a prelimin-
ary tool to determine if the over-expression of this
protein has a positive effect.
In the second culture set, transfected cells were grown

in protein free media with 2% Fetal Bovine Serum, sup-
plemented with glucose and galactose to define two dif-
ferent culture conditions with a final concentration of
20 mM of hexose: 6 mM glucose and 14 mM galactose
(GalKGG6/14); and 20 mM galactose (Gal20). Extracel-
lular metabolites were measured.

Results
In combined carbon source experiments, two phases can
be distinguished. During the glucose consumption phase
cells produce biomass, tPA, lactate and alanine. When
glucose is depleted GG6/14 culture enters a second
metabolic stage where no significant growth is observed
and galactose is consumed along with extracellular lac-
tate and alanine. This is consistent with lactate and ala-
nine being used as a supplementary pyruvate source to
support energy metabolism associated with cellular
maintenance.
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Metabolic flux analysis (MFA) was performed, consid-
ering the main reactions of the central glucose and
galactose metabolism. Figure 1(a) shows results for two
time-points for each culture, an early (50 h) and a late
time-point (100 h). For GG6/14, the columns represent
glucose and galactose consumption stages, respectively.
In the pyruvate node carbon molecules are channeled
either towards the TCA cycle, or in the direction of sec-
ondary metabolite synthesis such as lactate and alanine.
Fluxes from the central carbon metabolism are reduced
several times in the late time point for both cultures,
except for the Pyr-AcCoA reaction, which plays a cen-
tral role in the regulation of mammalian metabolism by
connecting glycolysis with the TCA cycle. In late culture
stages where hexose uptake is low, cell metabolism is
directed towards maintaining TCA cycle fluxes in order
to obtain energy. To achieve this in GG6/14, galactose
and lactate are used as an additional carbon source.
Since galactose consumption appears to be limiting

cell growth in GG6/14, there is an open possibility to
improve cell growth during galactose consumption
while maintaining low lactate production by over-
expressing genes involved in galactose metabolism.
Transport of galactose has been proposed to explain the
low uptake of galactose and the GalK reaction is identi-
fied as the limiting step of the galactose metabolism. To
achieve this cells are transfected with stable expression
vectors to insert the galactokinase GalK1 gene and the
galactose transporter Slc2a8.
Obtained clones exhibit a higher growth rate in galac-

tose than control cells due to their ability of metabolize
galactose at a increased rate. Transfected cells in

GalKGG6/14 consume all available glucose before start-
ing to consume galactose. They also exhibit lower lac-
tate accumulation, indicating that the introduction of
these gene does not increase galactose uptake in a man-
ner that would generate secondary metabolites. Control
cells are unable to grow on media with galactose as the
only carbon source. Transfected cells were able to main-
tain high viability during 100 hours in this media.
The over-expression of the Slc2a8 (GLUT8) Galactose

transporter could enhance the positive effects of the
introduction of the galactokinase gene by increasing the
availability of substrate at an intracelullar level. Before
transfection, mutation of a dileucine motif to alanine is
required to allow the expression of this transporter in
the plasmatic membrane. For that purpose an strategy
using PCR with primers that include this substitutions is
currently undergoing.

Conclusions
When CHO cells are cultured with a combination of
glucose and galactose it is possible to achieve extended
viability along with a metabolic shift towards lactate
consumption, which is triggered when the second hex-
ose is consumed.
Metabolism can be modified through cell engineering

to increase cell growth while maintaining low lactate
production rates, enabling cells to utilize alternative car-
bon sources. Specifically this can be achieved with
galactose.
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Figure 1 Experimental results and metabolic flux distribution. (a) Metabolic Flux distribution between G20 (red) and GG6/14 (blue) at 50 h and
100 h in culture. Cell density, glucose and lactate concentration in GG6/14 (b) and Gal20 media (c). (▪) CHO tPA,(●) CHO tPA-pcDNA3.1(+), (♦)
CHO tPA-GALK1, glucose (▪,♦), lactate (▲,●).
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